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52
1. Report of a Board of Officers convened putrsuant to the

following order:

WAR DEPAR1MENT,
vashington. December 11; 1918.

Special orders)
No. 289-0 )

&-,tract.

Par. 142. A board of officers to consist of:

Brigadier General William 1. Wiestervelt, U. S. Army.-
Brigadier General Robert E. Callan, U. S. Army.
Brigadier General William P. Ennis, U. S. Army.
Colonel James B. Dillard, U. S. Army.
Colonel Ralph IMoT. Pennell, U. S. Army.
Lieutenant Colonel Webster A. Capron, U. S. Army.
Lieutenant Colonel W1alter P. Boatwright, U. S. Army.-

is appointed to meet at A. P. 0. 706, France, at the earliest practic-

able date, to make a study of the armament, calibers and types of

materiel, kinds and proportior of ammunition, and methods of transport

of the artillery to be assigned to a Field Army,.

DuZris ng the time that the board is in session abroad, it will be _

unde th diecton f te Cmmaderin-hie, A B.F.,Fracewho

wil isuethe necesspry travel orders.

Atrcompleting its investigations abroad, the board will return

to the United States to finish its work at such ordnance and other plants -4

in the United States as may be necessary.

334.2 (Field Artillery Equipment).

The travel directed is necessary in the military service.

By order of the Secretary of ilar:

PEYTON C.* MARCH

General, Chief of Staff.

PEOFFICIAL:

P. C. HAMMI 44

The AdjtAifit Genear-al
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Washington, D. C., May 5, 1919.

The Board met Tanuary 12, 1919t at Chaunront, France, and, after

organization, arranged for the accumulation of such artillery data as

were available in France, visited manufacturing plants, and hadR

conferences with the French and American artillery officerr'. it

visited Italy, had conferences with the higher technical anI artillery

officers, visited manufacturing plants and had a conference on types

and tactical uses of artillery at the Italian Great Headquarters.A

Similar opportunities were afforded the Board by the British at their

Great Headquarters in France and at their W7ar M~inistry in England.

2. In making up its report, the Board hai. adopted the following

general scheme of discussing and developing tht. subject:

I.The artillery of a field army: its futotions (Par.3-5 incl.)j(a) Division artillery missions L2ar. 6 -9).

(b) Corps artillery mission (Pai 10). J

(c) Army artillery missions ,.Par. U~ 13).

II Discussion of types of artillery.

(a) Light field ,uno (Par. 14).

(b) Light field howitzer (Par. 15).

Co) M~edium field gun (Par. 16). t

(d) Medium field howitzer (Par. 17). ' j
Ce) Heavy field gun (Par. 18).

Cf) Heavy field howitzer (Par. 19).

(g) Super guns and howitzers (par. 20).

III. Improvement ift design and construction of projectiles (Par.N
21 - 28).

IV. Types of artillery recommended: ideal and practical.

Light field artillery.

(a) Gum (Par. -9 -32).

(b) Howitzer (Par. 33 -35).

4V
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Medium field artillery.

(c) Gun (Par. 36 - 38).

(d) Howitzer (par. 39 - 40).

Heavy field artillery.

(e) Gun (Par. 41 - 43).

(f) Howitzer (Par. 44 - 46).

W7eapons of greater power.

(g) Heavy gun (Par. 47).

(h) Heavy howitzer (Par. 43 - 50).

(i) Super guns (Par. 51 - 56).

(j) Super howitzer& (Par. 5? - 62).

Other artillery.

() Anti-aircraft; light gun, heavy gun (Par. 63-69).

(1) Pack artillery (Par. 70 - 7 g).

(r) Infantry accompanying gun (Pe~r. 72" - iA)

(n) Trench artillery (Par. 75).

(o) Anti-tank gun (Par. 76).

V. Artillery transport.

General discussion (Par. 77 - 84).

Gasoline propelled vehicles (par. 85).

Motor cars (Par. 86).

Motor trucks (Par. 87 - 89).

Caterpillars (Par. 90).

History of artillery motorization in the United
States (Par. 91 - 97).

Types produced by the Ordnance Department (Par. 99).

Types recommended to be developed (Par. 99 - 101).

Tractors (Par. 102 - 103).

Trucks (Par, 104).

Trailers (Par. 105).

Tractor caissons (Par. rZ•6).

Self-propelled gun mounts (Par. 107 - 110).

SI~
N. - ~-
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Complete plan of artillery motorization (Par. 111 -

112).

Immediate application of the above plan (Par. 113).

Special recommendations (Par. 114).

I. THE ARTILLERY OF A FIELD ARUY: ITS FUMCTIONS.

3. The artillery assigned to a Field Army should be of such

mobility, power, variety and number as to insure the success of

the mission involved and to enable this success to be gained with the

- minimum of casualties, The latter point must receive careful con-

sideration in studies of organization, for without adequate artillery

f preparation and support the successes of the most gallant infantry can,

in a series of actions, become little more than pyrrhic victories.

Mhile it is not within the orovince of this board to discuss this

question, it may be well not to leave it without atatiag that many

actions of our divisions in France resulted in casualties whose

numbers were a decreasing function of the number of guns with which

divisio .s were supportod. The proportion of guns per thousand gross

strength to infantiy, cavalry and machine guns adopted by the armies

of the first-oiass powers before the opening of the present European

War in 1914 was:

British 6.8
French 4.6
German 6.4
American 3.2 (Greble Board)

During the war this proportion is constantly increased until at

the close undar conditions of position warfaýe it ws between

8 and 12 per thousand, this varied, of course, with the activity in

different sectors. Ir quiet sectors ar& under conditions of maneuver

warfare rfhioh necessitated lea..ing much ar'tillery behind it wAs about

6 per thousand.

4. A study of the types of artillery actually employed by the

f. . - . . . ... . . . . . ... . : • •
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field armies in Europe might lead to some errors in drawing conclusions

as to what should constitute a proper armament, for the reason that

the various countries involved had to use existing types which they had

at the beginning of the war, whether satisfactory or not, and build new

and supplementary types, not always the ideal, even from their own

standpoint, but such as &he manufacturing facilities of their countries

permitted. The development of types due to the emergency and the

use of antiquated materiel multiplied the types for which ammunition

had to be supplied; the war in turn also multiplied the types of

ammunition which had to be supplied to a particular type of artillery.

Such a condition of artillery materiel could only produce a limited

degree of artillery efficiency, a mass of types of questionable value

and great expenditure of money and industrial effort.

S5. An artillery program should be founded on the object and

the means - that is, the destruction of the targ'i.t and the projectile

to accomplish this. It should also admit of a proper series of

ranges that would fulfill all the tactical requirements that could
4

reasonably be expected of a series of types. In the study of an

artillery program there are two methods of approaching the subject.

First, by starting with a minimum weight of projectile and working up

to a reasonable maximum according to some law and taking the corres-

ponding calibers, a theoretical series of guns and howitzers can be

expressed. For instance, if the law be doubling the weight of pro-

jectile the series could be:

Projectile of 13 lbs., caliber 3"
"n 26 " of 4t"

" " 52" " 5"
"]104 " 6"

" 208 " " B"
" 416 " " 10"
" 832 " " 12"
" 1664 " " 14"

The second and more logical method, and the one followed by the board,

is to consider the artillery missions and determine the types best

-5-



suited irrespective 3f any theoretical series. However, in the

discussions of artillery missions and the proper types for their ful-

fillment which the board had with our own and foreign officers, there

was a remarkable degree of unanimity of thought on these subjects; and

the above table actually contains, with slight variations, the types

that were most strongly recommended. aIhile granting the great variety

of art'llery missions that often shade into each other, it is

believed that they can best be considered in three great classes that

follow the tactical composition of a field army; those of division, cornps

and army artillery.

(a) Division Artillery Missions.

t 6. The division artillery, first of all, must have the

mobility that will permit it to accompany the infantry of a division

and the maximum power consistent with this mobility; its objective

must be primarily the infantry of the opposing division. It is, {
therefore, bound to its own infantry with the closest bonds and its ,

tactical use cannot be separated from that of the infantry. The

division artillery must fire accurately a man-.killing projectile ard elt

be prepared for quick charges of objective;- it must have great range 4

because of echelonment in depth, both of its own and the opposing

division; it must continually harass the enemy, prevent his movement -

and force him into cover or protected trenches. On the defensive it

must break up the opposing infantry formations by counter-offensive

preparation and by annihilating fire on points from which the attacks

emerge; and, failing in these, be prepared to use the barrage and i

the close range shrapnel fire. In the offensive the division art-

illery must play its part in the complex scheme of artillery prepar-

ation by cutting wire, destroying machine gun nests, gassing areas,

concentrating on infantry positions and taking the principal part in the

deep barrage that should precede the infantry attack. Its fire, .

-6 ---
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accompanying the infantry movement, requires its own movement by echelons;

and by its mobility it often becomes for some time the sole artillery

protection in the consolidation of a position which has been taken.

7? It would be ideal if one type of weapon could acoomplish

all the requirements that the division artillery should fulfill, and

some artillery officers in one of the foreign armies have made

a study of a gun-howitznr with this in mind. The objections to such

a gun-howitzer are:

(a) That it would require the use of a projectile of about

30 lbs., which is about twice that of the normal field gun ammunition#

thereby greatly increasing the tonnage of ammunition supply for the

same volume of fire,

(b) That it would require a complication of the ammunition

supply to individual batteries in that both fixed and semi-fixed

ammunition would have to be supplied if the double function of the

piece was to be taken advantage of at any time. To meet this by

having all the ammunition semi-fixed would result in a decreased rate

of fire when the piece was used as a gun.

(o) That to obtain fairly good gun characteristics the

weight of the piece and carriage would be increased and, therefore,

the mobility decreased.

(d) That in any case the piece would not be the best type

of either field gun or field howitzer.

8. The consensus of opinion of artillery offiders is that the

division artillery missions are best fulfilled by a light field gun

and a light field howitzer having a range of at least 11,000 yards.

While differing in mechanical features the field guns of the different

European countries are ýraotioally of the same type and, though con-

stant effort is being made to improve details, they can be stated

generally as satisfactory to their own governments and not liable to

any radical ohniges. This general type of field gun, while capable,

-7- [ -
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of fulfilling most of the division artillery missions, must be

supplemented by a proper howitzer. There are many instances where

the terrain offers such protection to infantry that the field gun

cannot bring an effective fire, The howitzer has the great advantage

that with a proper set of propelling charges and, therefore,

a choice of trajectories for the same range, protected positions

can be chosen for howitzers that guns could not use, and angles of

fall on objectives obtained that the normal ammunition of guns would

not give. The low muzzle velocity of howitzers admits of their almost

continuous use in harassing fire and allows the use of a projectile

double the weight of that of the field gun. Such a howitzer renders

excellent service in wire cutting and is a useful projector of gas

shells. To insure the mobility required of all divisional artillery

the weight of the.howitzer and carriage should not exceed that of the

field gun and carriage, or about 4500 lbs.

9. In connection with the support of the division infantry by

the division artillery the war has intensified the old question of

accoampanying guns for infantry. A solution of this question by the

assignment of batteries of field artillery has been tried but the

general opinion is that the field artillery gun is not satisfactory for

this purpose; it is too vulnerable a target in motion; the

ammunition supply is difficult; it is not sufficiently mobile

because it ciannot be man-handled; and fre¢ the division artillery

standpoint the loss of the control of these batteries breaks down the

power of the division artillery. One of the most serious obstacles

to the advance of infantry is the enemy's machine guns. If the

machine gun nest is isolated it is relatively simple to maneuver in

such a vay as to neutralize it. If, however, there is a line of

machine gun nests it becomes necessary to destroy a certain number in

order to out maneuver the others. The Infantry rifles, machine guns

and 37 mm. guns are not sufficient for the lat~ter mission. it is not

L8
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always easy to obtain promptly the action of the division artillery'

usually some distance in the rear, and it is difficult to indicate

to the artillery the exact location of the machine gun nests. For

the above reasons it seems proper that a special gun, designed for

the destruction of machine gun nests and other light forms of enemyU

resistance, should be provided. This gun should have such mobility

that it can be man-handled as a unit, that is, dragged along on a

low wheeled mount; it should be accurate for its purpose up to

2,500 yards and use a large capacity high explosive shell. Its

oarriajIe should also admit of ready adaptation fpr use in trenches.

(b) Corps Artillery Missions.

10. It will be noted above that the division artillery missions

did not include their own protection against enemy artillery. This

counter-battery work is the prirnipal mission of ths corps artillery.

There are American officers who advance the idea that, because of

their actual experience in not receiving proper corpe artillery

support, the division should be supplied with counter-battery artillery;

the matter is complicated because the 155 mm. howitzer which formed

part of our division artillery brigades is an ideal counter-battery

weapon, and further by the fact that these howitzers did not form a

part of our corps artillery, which organically consisted of guns alone.

This should not divert ue from the fact that the mission of counter-

battering the enemy's gun belongs to the corps which has the

proper agencies for determining the position of enemy guns and for

coordinating this rokk so as to fit in with the plans of the corps

commander. The corps artillery has also the missions of extensive

harassing and interdicting fire along the corps front and to a greater

depth than The capabilities of the division aztillery; also of de- -

struotive fire on strong points as well as on railroad facilities and

-9-
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poents of supply. For the aocomplishment of these corpa artillery

missions there are tm distinot t ye Q9f, artillery, necessary,, a gun.

and a hoyvitzer, each h.aving about. 16h000 yards rangýe.a~r egaoh

weighing with carriage-about.11,oDO lbs.

There is another class of artillery oalled anti-aircraft

artillery tobe considered. This. is used first i providlng anti-

aircraft defense to troops engaged in combat and, second, in provid-

ing anti-aircraft defense for ormy zones• for certain areas in.rear

of armies or along certain line of anti-aircraft defense. - : ..

The first class. gives protection t.rom low flying air-planes

to.tropps engaged in combat; it should, .therefore, form part of the

fiel .army. The second, class is part of the general anti-aircraft

defenzse and wor.ks in coordination with the q.Lr service, balloon defense,

searchllghts .and anti-aircraft iaqhine guns, thus for~ino theqti-

aircraft defense service.

(•) Army Artillery Hissions."

i, In add~tion to the. dlviain eýid .corps artillery fulfilling

,,e missions outlined_.aboe tare.-muat Iadditional artillery

.vailable4 there are missions of interdleoton, neutralization and

dest1ý:ition which fall beyond the activities or capabilities of the

normal corpa or me.ipm field types; tiaere must exirt a aurplus of

divisions or corps types, properly tran•sported, for .strategio reinforce-

mernt of divisýons. and corps during such. times as ,the normal allotment
to suck units Is insufficient; there must be artillery,of .speoial R

purpose -- pack artillery, trench artillery and. suppr-guns and.

howitzers.

Of the above additional pr-tillery,. a type of heavy field gun and

a type of heavy, field howditzer are considered no Fally necessary in the

armament of a field army; the gun should have a range of approximately

-. *Z5,000 yards, and the hiowitzer a range of about 18,000 yards. These

weapons, more powerful than the medium field types, add .range to the

interdiction and harassing, am4 to the neutralization and destruction

-1 -



possible with the corps types.

12. Considering paragraphs 3 1 13 inclusive it will be seen

that the normal artillery missions of a fiLbld army oan be accomplished

by an assignment of six calibers, i.e., two light weapons, two

medium weapons and two heavy weapons,- a gun and a howitzer in each

class - and a satisfactory anti-aircraft gun.

13. The surplus of field amy types for strategic reinforce- ~

ment of their respective units, the artillery of special purpose,- pack

artillery, trench artillery, obsolescent types, and

super-guns end howitzers,- are believed to be outsive of the

normal assignment of armament to a Field Army. At times all or any

of the special types are necessary in field army missions; these

mtypes have no continuing purpose and should, therefore, be looked

upon and organized as available reinforcement or reserve for the

artillery of field armies. of i

II. DISCUSSION OF TYPES OF AlMILLERY.

(a) The Light Field Gun.

14. The consensus of opinion of all artillery officers French,

Italian, English and American - is t:;at the 75 mw. gun, or approx-

aprotimately, trnhi ar gtiley andoleaving atranesof anotls hn1,0

"imately this caliber, firing a 15 pound projectile or a projectile of

yards, is a satisfactory weapon at the present time for use with

division artillery. The projectile in question, whether a shrapnel

or high explosive shell, satisfies adequately the criterion of

man-killing.

At the close of the war the nations ware uot. entiruly in

.*:accord with respect to their onception of an up-tordate e rriage for

the light field gun. AU the nations wh.E tendencies have been con-

sidered in this report have experimented to a varying degree with

field gtn carriages, particularly in a desire to design a carriage

permittng a greater angle of elevttah in and a- greater mowtess nt of the

7 7 0 --- ;," . .
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gun in traverse. The Italians havc oxnressed themselves in the

modified Deport carriage; this vehicle is of the split trail type

and permits an elevation in excess of 75 degrees, and a traverse

on each side of the carriage anis of about 20 degrees. The High

Comand informed the board that this carriage had given such

excellent service that no consideration had been given to the design

of a different type carriage.

Up to the time that the board left France it vas not possible

to learn the French decision in the matter of a split-trail carriage

for their light field gun. It is known, however, that several types

of this cariiage have been designed and tested; it J3 known, also,

that considerable favor has been found with the American 1916, which

type has been tested under the auspices of the French Government.

In England, however, the board was not able to develop any

enthusiasm for the split-trail type, although the matter had been

seviously considered. In that country the up-to-date field gun

carriage appears to be adequately expressed in their new 18-rdr.

The vehicle upon which this gun is mounted permits an elevation of

37 degrees and an axle traverse of 41 degrees on each side. The

trail is a box trail and the carriage is simple and steady in its

construction and lends itself to rapid production. The Vickers

Company have designed and manufactured one split-trail carriage,

presumably with a view of having the details of such carriage in hand

in the evenz of a service demand for such vehicle.

The split-trail carriage is fairly well known in the United

States; opinion has not yet been crystallized throughout the

artillery, whicih is still more or less open-minded and quite willing

to accept the tactical advantages of the split-trail type when some

of the present mechanical disadvantages shall have been remedied. It

may be stated that the- field artillery would be glad to have a

possibility of increased elevation and inoreased traverse, provided

the simplicity of construction inherent in the single trail type can

be retained. The field artillery believes that a satisfactory split-

-12- _
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trail type of carriage can be made.

It is desirable that the breech blocks of all ý.4aprns be con-

fined to one type. The three types of breech bl, ,ks in use in the

present American 75 mm. guns are the French roOi/ting block, the

American drop wedge block and the British s, inging block. All

three types are in general satisfactory. Tne firing mechanism should

be of the fewest possible number of w-rk!ng parts preferably of the

lanyard type.

The consensus of opinion was that the independent line of

sight is necessary; also that the general type of panoramic sight

of American design with graduationsfrom zero to 6400 mils in aximuth

is preferable.

At some time in the future it is probable that all division

artillery will be motorized. The result of such change in the prime

mover would be to remove the present restriotion as. to weight of gun

and carriage. The board senses a demand in the near future for a

light field gun having a maximum range of approximately 15,000 yards;

such range may be achieved by increasing the nuzzle velocity and,

perhaps, the weight of the projectile, although change in the form of

projectiles will give some improvement over the present ranges. It f

is probable that the limiting feature in the design of field guns of

the future will be the requirement that it should pass safely over • '

temporery p•nteOch bxidges and that the weight and form and size of t5

ammunition ,just be sucr that the present rate of fire will not be
slowed down. 9

The board is of the opinion that, except as to perfection of

details, the limit of carriage design, as expressed by the most modern

type of box trail and split-trail carriages, has been reached; Mal

feels that with the advent of motor transportation the tendency will

be toeard a gun mount of the pedestal type axpressing the desires of

'A
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the field artillery with respect to maximum horizontal and vertical 4
arcs of fire.

(b) The Light Field Howitzer.

15. The consensus of opinion of American artillery officers

consulted is that a howitzer of about 4 inches in caliber, firing a

projectile weighing from 25 to 30 pounds at a maximum range greater

than 10,000 yards, is required. This opinion is concurred in by the

French, Italians and English, and it appears further to be definitely

establishod that the mobility of the light field howitzer should be

practically the same as that of the light field gun.

The British Army vas equipped with a 4*" howitzer, firing a R

projectile weighing 35 pounds and with a maximum range of 7700 yds*; r1

the weight of the howitzer limbered is 41676 ponds,- 150 pounds more

than the weight of the l8i-pdr field gun,- no evidence was found that

the British government intended making any alterations in the design

of this howitzer; naturally, they will attempt to increase the range,

power and accuracy of the projectile by change in its weight, its

capacity and its co-efficient of form. During the war the pro-

portion of 4J" howitzers to 3.3" field guns was 33-1/3 per cent;

25,000,000 rounds were fired from the 41" howitzers as compared with

100,000,000 rounds fired from the 3-5" field guns.

The French artillery was not equipped with the light field

howitzer of approximately the same weight as the 75 mm, field gun-

There is some difference of opinion among officers of the French

artillery as to the necessity for a light field howitzer, though it is

believed the best opinion favors the adoption of such type. During

the wPr it wMs found impracticable to construct a light howitzer

without interfering with the production of other calibers which were

considered more importaot. Ij

In the earlier stages of the gar the Italian artillery was not -

equipped- wit a light field howitzer; however, before the end of 1917

-14-
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orders were placed for several hundred 105 mm, howitzers. The

Italian General Staff is not prepared to state that a light field

howitzer is altogether a necessary part of the artillery equipment

of a field army. The opinion, however, of artillery officers on

this subject is divided. It should be noted that several hundred

howitzers of this caliber were being constructed before the

armistice and that many have been captured from the Austrians by the

Italians; this, so far as the Italians are concerned, makes it

certain that a light field howitzer will be furnished the Italian

Army.

The German and Austrian armies were equipped with a howitzer of

the light field type; this reapon had a caliber of 105 mm., firing a

S projectile weighing 34.54 pounds at a maximum range of 10,500 yds (stream

line shell). The weight of the howitzer limbered was 4,500 pounds. 3 "

In the opinion of the board, the.Germans have proceeded on sound

principles in their development of the light field howitzer. Their

'98 model was a companion piece for their 196 field gun and in the

years that passed from 1898 until 1916 which included their early

war expexience they kept to the idea of the relation of the two pieces J1

even to the extent of including in a field artillery regiment one

battalion of the light howitzers. Their 1916 models of both light

gun and howitzer show the endeavor to keep the pieces in the same

class; that is, the weight of gun and howitzer in action nearly the

same, -750 lbs and 2700 lbs;. the weight of the gun limbered and

howitzer limbered the same, 4500 lbs.; the elevation of both the

same,- minus 10 to plus 40 degreer; the car-iages are the same type;

r .and the extreme ranges oy gun and howitzer are respectively 11,700

yards and 10,500 yards.

From the above it is .*een that all the important belligerents

except the French and the Americans were equipped with a light field

howitzer firing a projectile about tcice the weight of the light field

b M RM -,f-W'O
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Sun proj')otile and hav-ing otherwise the same general character ist ics,

,- There is no evidence to show that the fire of the French and American

artillery was not fully as effective as that of any other artillery; I _

however, the testimony of the French and American artillery officers

is to the effect:

(a) That the ltghtest howitzer in use, i.e., the 155 mm.

gun, was not sufficiently mobile to be a suitable companion piece

for the 75 mm. gun.

(b) That many times the fire of the 75 mm. gun proved in-

effective due to its flat trajectory; a howitzer %ould have been

more effective in the attack of certain targets.

- (c) That a'large volume of fire is necessary.

(d) That while the 155 mm. howitzer is more powerful than the >4
* =lighter field howitzer, its consumption of ammunition for many pur-

poses is wasteful and extravagant and its volume of fire is insufficient.

(e) That the light howitzer is particularly suited for the des-

tructi6n of wire entanglements; its better accuracy and more poverful

p:'ojectile make it more suitable than the field gun for this purpose.

"(f) That the 75 mm. field gun projectile is not so satisfactory

a gas vehtole as the howitzer projectile which has greater weight.

(c) The Medium Field G=m.

16. The consensus of opinion of artillery officers,- Italian,

English end American,- is that a medium caliber field gun, i.e., a

caliber between the light field gun and the field gun of about 6"

- " • °"caliber is necessary. The Frenoh are not entirely convinced of this 4
necessity ad hold divided opinion. The Chief of the French Artillery

Mission attached to the Chief of Artillery, American B. F., is strongly

of the opinion that a medium caliber field gun should be interpolated.

"The medium type gun furnished to the American Army was the 4.7"

(Model 1906). This gun has a maximum elevation of 15 degrees, with

- - - - • - - - " " • ~ ' m m mm
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a corresponding maximum range of 8700 yds. ge

The Eoltish army was equipped with tk.,.• 51, gun,- the carriagei

permits a maximum elevation of 21 deg. 30 min,, gituing a :ýaximum range

of 12,500 yds.

The French army was equipped, to a certain extent, with the 105

mm. and the 140 mm. gun. The 105 mm. gun has a maximum eltivation of J

37 degrees, with a maximum range of 13,5000 yds. The 140 mm. gun

has a maximum elevation of 30 deg., and, with a high velocity, has a

maximum range of 19,500 yds. The French 105 mm, gun is a modern

weapon (1913).

The German artillery was equipped with a ]05 mm. gun, (Model

1917) with a maximum elevation of 45 deg., and a maximum range of'

16,000 yds. The German artillery was also equipped with the 130 m.m

gun, having a maximum range of 16,500 yards. The Austrian artillery

was similarly equipped.

The Italians were equipped with a 105 mm. gun essentially of

the same characteristics as the French 105 mm., Model 1913.

(d) The Mediun Field Howitzer.

17. In the opinion of the French, the Italians, the British

and the Americans, the 155 mm. howitzer (Schneider) was conspicuously

successful in the present war. It should, therefore, be retained as

a type. "

The howitzer and carriage, as it stands at present, is a highly

satisfactory and efficient piece of armament. For the future it is

believed that effort should be made to increase the range by improve-

ments in the form of projectile, and it is believed that the form of

howitzer and carriage should be studied with a view of obtaining,

through modifications, a maximum range of approximately 16,000 yards.

Many batteries of 155 mrm. howitzers (Schneider) were motorized

in the American army in France, and the consensus of opinion is

definitely toward the retention of this form of Prime-mover. 1

-17 -
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It is interesting to note that all of the important belligerents

have settled upon a howitzer of approximately 6" in caliber, and

otherwise essentially of the same ballistic characteristics as the type

in question.

The projectile of this caliber is the smallest projectile which

can be called upon to give adequate mining effect against material

targets of semi-permanent nature. The place of this howitzer is,

therefore, determined by considerations of its destructive ability*. T

It is a splendid destruction and neutralizing weapon.

(e) The Heavy Field Gun.

18. The consensus of opinion of all artillery officers,-

English, Italian and Azrioan,- is that the heavy field gun should

be of approximately 6" caliber, and that guns greater than this are

necessary in limited numbers for field operations. The French were

constructing 194 mm. guns during the latter stages of the war. It

is believed that in developing this type of gun the French were

actuated almost entirely by the necessity for increased range, since

the German 150 mm. gun, Model 1916, outranged the G. P. F. by

approximately 5,500 yds. The French have recently made considerable

progress in securing the necessary inerease in range with the G. P. F.

The latest British 6" g= gives a maximum range with a 100 lb.

projectile of 23,OOiyards at 58 deg. elevation, the carriage

•. •permitting 8 dog. traverse.

Jll of the principal nations engaged in the war used a heavy

field gun of approximately 6" caliber. This type has given such

general satisfaction that itts continuance is assured. The principal

missions of the heavy field, gun are harassing and interdiction fire,

and for these uses the 6" projectile is sufficiently heavyl

The maximum practicable tmveree and elevation should be provided

by tne carriage for the heavy field gun. The G. P. F. carriage has

:1.8 -• •, All



given general satisfaction, but its wide tread and tho excessive

time required to occupy a position are very objectionable features.

It is the consensus of opinion of all artillery officers,- IL
"French, British and American,- that the heavy field gun should be

of approximately 6" caliber with a range in excess of 25,000 yds., with

riot less than 60 degrees traverse, weighing not more than 12 tons

limbered, capable of occupying and leaving a position quickly, and

with a width of tread which does not prevent 2-way traffic in " 1 1

ordinary roads. The Italians differ from this opinion only in that

they are satisfied with a maximum range of 18,000 yards. 4

( The Heavy Field Howitzer,

19. No type of heavy field howitzer developed during the ver

has given general satisfaction. The consensus of opinion of all

t artillery officers,- French , British and American,- is that two j
4-calibers of field howitzers are neoessarYf one a companion piece for

the 6-inch gun and one of the maximum possible power consistent with

the necessary mobility. The lighter of these two howitzers should

have the same mobility as the 6" gun, with a caliber of about 8" and

a maximum range of not less than 16,000 yds. Thu heavier field

"howitzer should be of about 9.5 inches caliber with a range in excess

of 16,000 yds.; the carriage should provide for wide traverse and

must hcve sufficient mobility to accompany an army in the field. It

will probably be necessary to transport this howitzer in more than one

load, and the maximum weight of any load should not exceed 2.2 tons.

The average time necessary for occupying a position shoald not exceed

six hours under actual field conditions.

(g) Super-heavy Guns and Howitzers.

20. The war hias demonstrated the necessity for long range and

powerful guns for distant interdiotion and harassing work and for

-19 -
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super-heavy howitzers for the destruction of semi-perianent fortif 1-

cations. Artillery of these types can best be mounted on railway

carriages and this-type of mount offers no serious disadvantages

since these guns will not be used except with large forces which 4
require extensive railroad systems for their supply. This does not

apply to guns of the type used to bombard Paris; such guns have no

military value and their construction is not justifiable.

The British have got satisfactory results from their 9.2"

, gun and their 12" howitzer and their 14" gun oi the Armstrong mount.

The French have used a large variety of guns on railroad mounts

and during the labt year of the war were constructing a considerable

number of very long range weapons. ,ihile admitting that we may never I

be engaged in another var in which operations assume exactly the form fl
which for so long existed on the Western front, ii is the consensus I4

of opinion of artillery officers,- American, I-rench and English,- that

railroad artillery is a necessity in operations that will invariably

result when large forces are engaged. These types are needed in

limited quantities, considering the needs of Field Armies only, and

should be of four calibers: an 8" gun with all round fire, a maximum

rang& 4f 35,000 yards and capable of being transported on a narrow

gauge track; a 14" gun with a range of 40,000 yards and limited

traverse; a howitzer of about 12" caliber, with a range of not less , "1
than 25,000 yards and a 360 degree traverse, and a 16" howitzer

having a maximum range of not less than 27,000 yards and with limited

traverse. Of these types the 8" should predominate in number.

These types will not only be needed in field operations but

also in the initial contact with the enemy at the coast line and

boundaries. The latter use should determine the exact characteristics

and numbers of these guns and howitzers and the numbers to be assigned

to the general artillery reserve will depend on the general

-20-I
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military situationi as viewed by the High Comm.and. I

1A

III. MAPROVMENTS IN DESIGN AIJD CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECTILES. N

21. Great thoughthas been devoted to this subject during the p

war and many experiments have been made. It may be stated that the

general laws governing the design of projectiles for maximum

ballistic efficiency have not been formulated and, in fact, there is

at the present time insufficient data upon which to proceed. The

false ogive, boat-tailing, alterations in the shape and location of

rotating bands have greatly increased the range of modern projectiles,

but there are critical points in each of these modifications at which

improvement ceases. There are investigations under aay by the

Ordnance Department covering this entire subject and the Board

Srecommends that these be continued. It is to be expected that

this subject will require extended investigation and is one which

can only be adequately handled by a continuing technical body.
372

22. The development of the mechanical time fuse should be

actively prosecuted. This fuse is particularly valuable for high

altitude trajectories, but the powder train fuse as now manufactured

must be continued for bulk production on account of the almost M

negligible manufacturing capaoity existing or likely to exist for the

mechanical fuse.

- -• 23. The Board desires to emphasize the necessity for making

fuses for high explosive shell bore-safe. The French type
V

super-quick fuse is seriously defective in this regard. The de-

struction of cannon due to premature bursts during the past var has

been enormous, due largely, in the opirion of the Board, to the use

of this fuse.

24. It is especially desirable to reduce the types of fuses

issued to any single organization. In the past v•r the 75 mm. shells

wvere normally supplied with four varieties of fuse ranging from the

218- Morris Swett Liruy, USAFAS

proprly eof, U.S. Arm
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super-quick to the long delay. The evidence before the Board is to

the effect that this is an unnecessary complication, and it is re-

commended that the number be reduced to two. A similar policy has

been followed in all other calibers.

25. It has been considered fundamental that all guns be

furnished with a type of projectile which will give the maximum range,

and that all howitzers except the 105 mm. be furnished vdth a type

of shell to carry the maximum bursting charge. It has also been

considered that semi-steel (cast iron) projectiles should be supplied

for production reasons in the most important calibers requiring

enormous quantity productioh. It is considered that the semi-steel

projectiles have proved efficient against animate targets and are

"reasonably satisfactory against materiel where burst above the ground

is desired.

26. In connection with fuses, by "super-quick" the Board means

E. fuse which will burst the projectile above the ground without any

crater whatever. By "instantaneous" is meant a fuse which will

burst the projectile on the outside of a hard

surface such as a concrete emplacement before penetration

or ricochet. This fuse will give some crater on hard ground.

By "short delay" i3 meant a fuse which will burst the projectile on

ricochet, prerefdbly at a height of about 6 to 10 feet. Some T-

crater effect will be obtained on hard ground but the fuse is,

desired for ricochet effecti. By "long delay" is meant a fuse

which will burst the projectile after complete penetration into i

* hard ground; Obviously therA will be a variation in the time

element in long delay fuses required for such different types as a

155 mm. Howitzer projectile and a 16-inch Howitzer projectile in

order to obtain in each case the maxilm-r mining effect. This is a

question to be determined by the Ordnance teGparbrent,

27, The Board has purposely used the te-m "fuuPer-ch•rger in

-22-S- - •
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referrlng to the propelling charge required in the case of guns to

give the maximum ranges. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that

the normal charge should be used al,.,ays within the maximum ranges

obtainable with it and the use of super-charges must be prohibited

except where necessary, otherwise the wear on the guns will become

inadmissible.

28. The Board desires to point out the defects in nitro-

cellulose powder. This powder takes up moisture from a damp

atmosphere and deteriorates in its ballistic qualities. It requires

elaborate and expensive containers and, even with the containers which

have been provided, large quantities of powder have been rendered un-

fit for service. A powder containing nitro glycerine or similar

compounds can be used in simpler containers and will tolerate adverse

conditions of moisture.

52
IV. TYPES OF ARTILLERY RECOMM-hEDED; IDEAL AND PRACTICAL.

Light Field Artillery.

29. (a) Gun. Ideal. A gun of about 30 caliber un a

carriage permitting a vertical arc of fire of from minus 5 degrees to

plus 80 degrees, and a horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees; a

projectile weighing not over 20 pounds, shrapnel and high explosive

shell of satisfactory man-killing characteristics with maximum range

of 15,000 yards; fixed ammunition; smokeless, flashless propelling

charge; time fuse for shrapnel; bore-safe, super-quick and selective

delay fuses for shell. The high explosive shell should be of one t_

type only, It should be designed for maximum ballistic efficienoy -!

and should contain the maximum bursting charge compatible ,rith that

object. For cheap manufacture a semi-steel shell may be furnished,

provided it has the same exterior ballistics as the standard shell.

Two propelling charges should'be furnishedi a normal charge for about

11,000 yards range and a super-charge for maximum range. The proportion

-23-
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should be % of the former and 1C9 of the latter. The ballistics of

the shell and shrapnel should be the same, if practicable; the

ballistics of the round of ammunition should be the same regardless

of the type of fuse used. h maximum rate of fi:-e of 20 rounds per

minute is deemed sufficient.

30. Practical. For the present w-m brigades with 75 mm.

material, Model 1916 . . 507,, and 75 mm. (French) . . . 50%, Continue

experiments on carriage types, perfecting tne split-trail carriage

and studying the subject of a carriage for all round fire; continue

experiments with projectiles for increase in range, power and

accuracy. Our time fuse is as satisfactory as any at the present
i4

time, but a mechanical fuse should be perfected. There is no

requirement at the present time for more than one variety of delay 4A

action fuse for the 75 mm. gun. For shell the super-quick and

short delay fuses only are required. The present super-quick fuse

must be made bore-safe. It is not satisfactory in its present form.

For motorized regiments rubber tired wheels are required. j

31. Transport. Ideal. Mechanical transport Is the prime

mover of the future. It is most important that design, experiment i

and test of self-propelling caterpillar types, also of caterpillar

for draw-bar pull, of wheeled trailers for long rapid hauls, and of the

i development of similar ammunition vehicles, be vigorousy pushed. For •

normal use a maximum speed of 12 miles per hour IS sufficient. The

introductioni of mechanical traibsport will unobely c.-.uss far reaching

changes in the types of gun carriages. It is not possible now to

state just how far this will go or whether A gun mounted on a self-

propelled vehicle or one mounted on some type of trailing vehicle,

"will be the final result. Both types may be necessary, Tt is urgent

that study and development be vigorously carried on along these lines,

as we are on the v3rge of changes fully as radical as the intro-

"duction of the long recoil field gun oarriage, end thF coul.try firs

Sutilizing the ne- capabilities opened up by mechanical- ractijn and

2 SIB
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the caterpillar, will have a great advantage in the next war. A4

limit of 4,500 potui.I behind- the team has heretofore been universally

inposed on artillery of this class. The corresponding limit in the

future will probably be that imposed by pontoon bridges. '
32. Practical. ",hile there is no question that t~a tendency

is towards complete motorization, the Board, frun a result of its

investigation, doee not feel .justified a" the present time in re-

comnmendiný comr.lete motorization of all division artillery. Tberifcre,

ýt is thought that foxir regiments of 75 mm. guns, (2 regizents cf.

Frencha Model 1897, and 2 regiments U* 5- Model 1926), should be

immiediately motorized; the remairn.er to be horsed; mechan.n cal

tranisport to graduallg replace horse 3nly after ths tractor demonstrates

its supzriority in service. There are various limitations and

imoerfections in our present traci-Gr equipment w~hich it is believ~d

can only be fully determined by a daikl: use otý this equipment in

service.

3.- (b) Howitzer, ideal. A woapon of abl-ut 105 mm. caliber

on a carriage permitting a vertical are of fire C-f frcm minus 5 deg-

rees to plus 65 degrees, and a h.)rizontal arc of fire of 360 deogrees.

Efforts should be made to develop a carriage which, i= 'be userd

interchangeably for the division lighit gun referred to above and this

howitzer. .be projectile should reic~ abcut 30 to 35 pounds and should i A
inolude both shrapnel and shell. A maximum range of 12,000 yards

will be satisfactory. 3emi-fixed ammunition and zone okarges should

be use,&, otherwjsa the ammunition shozld be similar to that providvid

i cr toie 75 ~.guns.

34. Practioal. For t~de present, brigades should be armed withI

tlý- 155 mmli. howitzer, Schneider, but active development ard test should

be proseccuted -a type as stated under "Ideal" abc-'e anI-h uin

ition tc~d otbar a~eessorlAs to it, Upon the deval,,p'tncnt of~ the

carriage as i);'arly appoxiba~ting'the ideal as may be jprabtically poesible,

-~t



efforts should be made to secure quantity production in order that '
it may be inoorporatee. in the division artillery as recommended. In

addition a6 split-trail carriage for this howitzer snould be developed.

35. Transport. The light howqitz(ýr should have t-'e sime

m.-ans of transport as the light f ield gun and the same remarks

haeretof ore -~ade as to the probable fature development. of the field

g=_- also apply to the howitzer carriage. For the present the 155 mm.

Schneider howitzer regiments sthou1d be motorized. All t03tirnonyR

bef ore 'the !3ar and all investigations of the Board en'phasized t he

neoessity of this. d

* - IlMadium Field ArV.1lery. V
f36. (a) Gun. ideal. A caliber of between 4.7?" and 5"

or L, carriago permitting a vertical arc of f ire of f rom minus 5

degi ees to plus 30 degrees; a horizontal aro of fire of 360 degrees.

Sh annlad shell weighing not over 60 pounds; maximum range 18,000

The rnorma~. o.iarge should be e~stablished for a~bout 12,000 yardA.

Propelling ohargG shotkld be smokeless and flashless. The fuses

should be timo for shrapnel, with bore-safe, super-quick t.nd

selective delay for shell- One type of shell dosigaerl. primarilyf

for maximum ballistic effioteney is suffioi'mt. It shoul.d contain l
*as large a bursting charge as possible. A normal propelliiwR charge

for 12,000 yards should be established with a super-chargo for maximum4

- -- range.- The proportion should be 8C% of the forwer and 20% of the 1*
latr. A maximum rate o4' fire of six rounds per mint~te is oonsidxcred

saffioient. The limits of weight formerly itip;ýsed on this --lass of 2
materiel by horse traction will no loneer exist, aneL while the 30ard

izi rot prepared to szt a definite limit Of weight f Or Aittre develop-

ment, it is believed that it vay be safely assumed to be not less

thar. 12,000 lbs. 'or wheeled vehilels or 15,000 lbs. for caterpillars. ~II

A normal maxjimum spee-' of 8 miles per houisc siedsfiint

-26-
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37. Practical. Corps artillery should be armed with the

present type 4.7 inch gun, Model of 1906, except that at least -

one regiment should be armed with the British type 5 inch guns

purchased abroad. The Board is influenced in this decision by the

quantity of ammunition on hand. It would have been recommended

that the bulk of the artillery be armed with the British gun except

that it is believed that the large stock of 4.7 inch ammunition on

hand must be utilized. In any case, as there will be a large

quantity of both types of material on hand for use in an

emergency for a considerable period of time, it is believed that both

types should be continued in service in order that the field artillery •:4

may rotain their familiarity with them. The remarks made in regard ,

to the development of a type of carriage under the division field -} /

gun also apply to the corps gun and, in addition, it is believed

that experimental work should be carried on with a view of developing

a satisfactory split-trail carriage. Experiments with projectiles 1-- U

for increase in range, pover and accuracy and development of fuses [

should be carried on as outlined for the division gun. The types

of fuses recommended for the division gun apply also to the corps gun.

38. Transport. All corps guns should be fully motorized

and wheeled trailers shcould be developed for long rapid hauls. t

Similar ammunition vehicles should be developed. The wheels for the

gun carriage should be rubber" tired.

39. (d) Howitzer. Ideal. A caliber of about 155 mm. on -

a carriage permitting a vertical are of fire of from minus 5 dpe7ees

to plus 65 degrees; and a horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees. it

would be desirable to develop a carriage which can be used inter- i -

changeably for both corps gun and howitzer. The projectile should d:.l
weigh not over 100 pounds and should be interchangeable with i

projectiles for other guns of this caliber referred to later on.

High explosive shell only should be supplied. Two types of shell

- P7 -
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should be provided,- one for maximum bursting charge and one of

comparat-~.vely inexpenlsive manufacture which may contaon less

explosive; the ballistics. of both should, if p.-acticable, be the

same. The proportion should be 70% of the f ormer and 30% of the

latter. maximum range should be 16,000 yards. Ammunition should

be separate loading, and related zone charges smokeless and.

flashless. Bore--safe, siuper-quiok eaud nelective delay fuses for

shell. The maximum rat e of fire should be not less than 5 rounds

per pinute, A split-trail carriage should be developed, inter-

changeable if practicable with that for the corps gun. Laximun

f ~speed the same as that of the corps gun, viz- 8 miles per hour

40. Practical. The corps should be armed with the 155 mmo

I ~ ~~Schneider howitzer referred to above. ThVye ffse o hl

should be super-quick and long delay.

Heavy Pield Art illery.t1
41. (a) Gun. Ideal. A caliber of about 155 mm. on a I

carriage permitting a vertical arc of fire of from 0 degree~s to plus -

65 degrees; with a horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees. A

projectile weighing not over 100 pounds Which Should be interchange-'[ 4
able with that provided for thle corps howitzer. High explosive shellt

only should be furnished. The self-propelled caterpillar unit

offers a promising field of development for this type of gun, but a

certain proportion should be retained on rubber tired wheeled mouxms

for rapid transportation; -the maximum speed for the former ty,)e Should

be 6 miles per hour and for the latter type l,2 miles per hour.'4

Pnmunition should be carried in original containers in trucks and4

tractor caissons# The conventional type of vaisson is considered-

tu:economical and is obso~ee for this caliber. The maximum range fl
should be about 25,00() yards. A normal charge for range of 18,000

yards should be provided, with guper-charge for greater ranges. The

-28-
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aanunition should be separate loading and the propelling

c'irge smokeless and flashless; with bore-safe, super-quick and

selective delay fuses for shell. The shell should be of two

types; a shell of maximum ballistic effioienoy with

fair sized burtinlg charge (50%); and a shell of inexpensive

manufacture wt~h as large bursting charge as practicable,

inter-changeable with the 155 howitzer shell (50%).

42. Practical. Arm with the present type 155 LIM. G.F. O

and carry on experiments for type of carriage as outlined for div-

ision field gun. The fuses should be super-quick and short delay.

43. Transport. All artillery of this type should be

motorized and test and experiment for ammunition vehicles to 4

correspond with the types of carriages developed, should be .4

carried on simultaneously.

44. (f) Howitzer. Ideal. A caliber of about 8" on a

carriage permitting a vertical arc of fire of from 0 degrees to j
plus 65 degrees; and a 4orizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees. It

would be desirable to develop a carriage which can be used inter-

changeably for the 155 mm, gun and the 8" howitzer; projectile should

"weigh not over 240 lbs.; the maximum range should be 18,000 yards; , }

ammunition, separate loading; related zone charges, smokeless and

f1ashless; shell only should be furnished which should be of two

types, one of maximum capacity for bursting charge (5Co), and one

of comparatively cheap manufacture with fair size bursting charge ,

"• (50%). For fuses, bore-safe, super-quick and selective delay

should be furnished.

45. Practical. Use at present 8" material of British design I

which is on hand. The caterpillar treads which have been experiment-

ally substituted for wheels are considered to be an advance and it is

recommended that two batteries be so equipped for servioe test at once.

Two types of fuses are required; the super-quick and the long delay.
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46. Transport. All th.s material should be fully motorized,

A~munition should be carried in trucks and tractor calscons, A A

maximun speed of four miles per hour is sufficient.

Weapons of Greater Power.

47. (g) Heavy guns. Ideal. There will be missions re-

quiring the use of direct fire and of a projectile weighing more

than that -of the 155 mm. gun referred to above. Guns will also be

required having a renge of more than that considered feasible for

the 155 mm. gun and there should, therefore, be provided a limited

quantity of guns of a caliber of about 194 mm. to 8-inches firing

a projectile weighing about 220 pounds. The maximum range should be

345,000 yards. The ideal carriage for such a gun would conform in

its general characteristics to those outlined above for the 155 mm-

j gun, and such a gun and carriage should be developed and tested

Lntil a satisfactory type is evolved. The projectile should be

t high explosive shall of maximum ballistic efficiency. The fuses

should be super-quick and short delay. Suitable ammunition vehiclea,

should be evolved and they should be the same as for the,

8" howitzer referred to above. The type of equipment overlaps in -,

its use the field of the 8 inch gun referred to hereafter on a
•T

railwy type of mounting. The Board has in mind the development

of a caterpillar carriage in this ease, and while ,-%e weights involved

appear ]arge for a road type of mount, it is in the general line of 4 1

development and is one which must be followed out. No aum of this

power and weight has so far been arranged for road mounting by any

foreign country, but the French have aotually completed one of this

type for their 194 m, gun; this gun, however, is of considerably

less pomer than the one recommended by this Board. !A

48, (h) Heavy howitzer. Ideal. A caliber of about 9J inches 7-

"on carriage permitting vertical arc -of fire from 0 degrees to 65 degrees t

-. 30 -
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and a horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees. The carriage should

be of a type requiring as little preparation for firing as possible.

170 type of road mount is known which is satisfactory in this respect,

but the Board has in mind the development of a oaterpillar type.

The naximum speed need not exceed 6 miles per hour. The maximum

load should not exceed 20 tons. A certain percentage should be on

rheeled mounts and the loads divided so that the maximum on four

wheels will not exceed 12 tons. A projectile weighing not over

400 nounds, high capacity, high explosive shell, with maximum range

of 25,000 yards, separate loading, related zone, smokeless flashless

f propelling charges, fuses bore-safe instantaneous and selective delay,

Three kinds of high explosive shell are permissible; (a) one to

secure the maximum ballistic effect with as large a bursting charge

as practicable; (b) one with maximum bursting charge; (c) one of

comparatively cheap manufacture with fair size bursting c .rge.

49. Transport. Ideal. Mechanical transport,

caterpillar drawn. Continue experiments on caterpillar mounts with

the idea of developing •satisfactory type. Corresponding ammunition

vehicles should be developed.

50. Practical. The present design of 2?0 mm. howitzer should

be continued in service. It is unsatisfactory in tie length of time '

required to emplace for firing, but it represents modern practice

reasonably well. The super-q•uiok and long delay fuses should be

furnished. FE
51. (iW Super guns. In the design of all artillery of this

class, it ±s essential that the Seacoast Defense problem be considered, .

since this type of artillery should be suitable not only for use in

the field, but also for use along our coast against naval targets. -

For this reason, all carriages should be orovided with means of obtain- I
ing all around fire, either from a position previously prepared, or IIj

from a temporary platfOrm. This feature of all round fire in the case I-t

-.. .. ...- 3..
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Slare guns and howitzers, will doubtless be in addition to the

regalar means providd f or firing the mount in the field against the

stationary target. The design of the carriages should be studied

wTith the view of obtaining a universal barbette mount that could be

emplaced in the present seacoast eaplacements, in simple auxiliary

enplaoemerts and with trucks ir-Nar it forming a railway mount.

52. Gun. Ideal. A gun o& 8 inch or 10 inch, 50 calibers in

length, on railway carriage, pncoitting a vertical arc of fire of

from 0 degrees to 50 degrees, a horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees,

a high explosive projectile weigfhing not less than 240 pounds for

8 inch or 510 pounds for 10 inch, with a maximum range of not less

than 35,000 yards. Separ&te loading ammunition, smokeless flashless

chairges, bore-safe, instantaneous and seLective delay fuses.

.,Axirium time for occupying a position anc.er actual field conditions

should not ei-eed one hour for the 8 inch vr four hours for the 10 Z4L

inch. The maximum rate of fire should not be less than on4 shot

every two minutes.

53. Transport. RailWa7 carriages adap.,tble for transport- 4

ation over standard gauge track (carriages shoulu te equipped with

narrow gauge trucks, 60 oms (24") ). Axle load should not exceed 17

long tons per axle. The mount should lie entirely ,-.tnýin ',he

International Clearance Diagram, and thus be suitabl,; for transport-

ation over European railways. Provision for both American M.C.B.

standard couplings and the French type of couplings should be provided,

A gas electric locomotive of about 400 horse power capable

of speeds up to 25 miles per hour should be developed for use with this

type of artillery. Ammunitiei oars suitable for the stcrage of powder I I

and projectiles are required. A complet', repair 3hop should be pro-

" vided. Tool equipment to be capable of making repairs or, thi- type

of artillery. iff

54. Practical. There are now being completed in the Unitit

States, 36 railway- o~rriagea of the Schneider type for mounting-tIn

-32-
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10 inch Seacoast guns, permitting a vertical aro of fire from 10 de-

grees to 55 degrees. The gun gives an estimated range of 24,000

yards with a 510 pound projectile. Also 37 - 8 inch guns have beer

mounted on railway mounts of the above characteristics except as

to range. Range of these 8 inch guns with 200 pound projectile is

20,000 yards. Arm units with these available guns on railway

mounts. An experimental 8 inch 50 caliber railway mount or 10 inch

50 caliber railway mount, should be manufactured in order that the

proper type may be selected.

55. Gun. Ideal' A 14 inch gun 50 calibers long on

railiay mount, permitting a vertical arc of fire from 0 degrees to

50 degrees, and a horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees, from pre-.

pared position, or ýo 15 degrees when fired from curved track;

a high explosive shell weighing not more than 1400 pounds with a

maximum range of 40000 yards, separate loading ammunition, smokeless

flashless charges, bore-safe instantaneous and selective delay fuses. " I

Time required for firing from prepared position not to exceed one

hour. From unprepared position not to exceed 8 hours.

56. Practical. Arm units with available guns on railway

mounts.

57 (j) Howitzer. Ideal. A 12 inch howitzer 20 calibers 
.

in length on carriage providing vertical arc of fire from 25 degrees

to 60 degrees and a horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees. A high

explosive shell ~eighing about 700 pounds with a maximum range of

25,000 yards, or a 1046 pound shell with a maximum range of about

18,000 yards. Related zone charges, smokeless flashless powder, #

bore-safe instantaneous and selective delay fuses. Time to occupy q

field position not to exeeed one hour, for all around fire. 4

58. Transport. Ideal. Same as above.

59. Practical. Arm units with available howitzers on rail-

way mounts.

S0. Howitzer. ideal. 16 inch 25 caliber howitzar mounted

- - - '~r
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on railsay mount permitting a vertical arc of fire from 25 degrees

to 65 degrees, A horizontal arc of fire of 360 degrees from a

prepared position or !0 degrees from a temporary position. High

explosive shell weighing not less than 1600 pounds with a maximum

range of 30,000 yards, related zone char,,es, smokeless flashless

poder, bore-safe instantaneous and selective delay fuses.

61. Transport. Ideal. Same as above.

62. Practical. The manufacture of a pilot 16 inch

25 caliber howitzer on railway mount should be inaugurated.

Other Artillery.

A:,TI-AiRCRAFT GUNS:

63. (k) In the recommendations of the Board under the

heading "Ideal" it will be noted that the maximum elevation stat- &

ed to be desirable has been made 80 degrees for the Division and V-

Corps guns and 65 degrees for the heavier types. This is in view

of the greatly increased air activity to be expected in the future

and is with the expectation that the division and corps guns will ' 4
be often used against airplanes and the heavier types against

balloons. These ideal types are, however, not yet practical and • 1 if

the following sracial anti-aircraft equipments are necessary. .

Moreover, special anti-aircraft weapons will probably always be

required on account of the need for a higher initial velocity than

is permissible in a general purpose gun-

• .64. Light gi, Ideal. Caliber of about 3 inch with

initial velocity of at least 2600 f -9; semi-automatio breech block, -Z

mounted on carriage permitting 80 degrees elevation and 360 degrees

travrse; projectiles weighing not less than 15 pouxds, of one

type high explosive shell with maximum ballistic qualities and as

large explosive charge as possible; fixed amaunitioni smokeless

flashless powder$ moehanioal fuse. In this type every effort must - ,

..- - A- 3-- -
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be made t, increase rate of fire and decrease time of flight;

this latter is limited only by considerations of a reasonabla

accuracy life for the gun.

65. Practical. Arm units with present 3-inch anti-aircraft

equipment; continue experiments leading to the development of the

Ideal.

66. Transport, Ideal. Caterpillat- mount or caterpillar

trailer mouht dramn by caterpillar tractori each unit to permit a

sustained speed of 1Z miles por hour.

67. Heavy gun. Ideals A caliber of 4.7 inches to 5

inches, with initi&L 7elobity of at- lmast 2600 f.s.; semi-automatic

breech block; mounted on a carriage permitting 80 degrees elevation
4 J

and 360 degrees traverse; projectiles weighing not less than 45 A

pounds; one type high explosive shall with maximum ballistic 4

qualities and as large bursting charge as practicable; fixed

ammurition; smokeless flashless powder; mechanical fuse. In •

this type every effort must be made to increase rate of fire and

decrease time of flight; this latter is only limited by a reason- In
able accuracy life to be obtained for the gun.

68. Practical. Arm units with present 4.7 inch anti-

aircraft gun and continue experiments leading to the development of

the ideal.

69. Transport. Ideal. Self-propelled caterpillar mount

permitting sustained speed of 8 miles per hour with maximum weight

not to exceed 10 tons, trailers to be provided for long and rapid I

hauls.

PACK T'TILLERY:

70. (1) Gun. Ideal. A caliber of about 3 inches; to use

Projectiles of division gun, if possible; to permit elevation of at

least 45 degrees; a range of not less than 5,000 yards; to pack in

loads about 225 pounds per load exclusive of pack equipment; to be

equipped with panoramio- sight; ammunition semi-fixed, flashless, sI

.- -35- M-4
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smokeless, ji w, about four zones; capable of being pulled on wheels

by the gun crew on normal ground, and for short distances over any

ground. A shield is unnecessary.

71. practical. Continue the present 75 mm, Vickers

ecuipment in serviceo The material is, hcweVw.r, of an old type

and it is one of the items of artillery in most urgent need of

developmento
INFZRY ,•CCOMPAYING GUN:

72, (m) Gun. Ideal. A gun of about 2.5 inchee caliber __

firing a projectile df about 10 pounds weight, mounted on a carriage,

permitting elevation of from minus 5 degrees to plus 50 degrees and

having a field of fire of not less than 6 degrees. The carriage

should be designed so that it may be divided into leads, the maximum

of which should not exceed 100 lbs. The gun and carriage complete

to weigh not more than 300 pounds and to be arrange,' so that it can

be readily hauled by two men over sod. The complv.;e equipment must

"b be oapable of being man-handled in trencher.. The gun should be

effective for direct fire at 2500 yards. A telescopic sight snould

be furnished and the ammunition should consist of high explosive shell

with maximum bursting capacity and instantaneous fuse, A cannon

similar in general but of less power was examined in Italy and two f
equipments with 6,000 roumds of ammunition were ordered through

the Military Attache's office in Rome,

73. Practical. Utilize the present 37 Mm. guns on hand.

"These are deficient in the fact that the projectile is too light.

"In the opinion of the Board a cannon of the type described above

"would have the mobility of the 37 mm. gun and would provide in

S"-addition a most desirable sub1stitute for the 3 inch Stokes trench

mortar as used in the present war..

"74. Transport. These-equipments will be handled by men Only,

except on the march when they should be loaded in trucks.

i- - -
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-5-V ~ taeteBad so h pnintit h
am f 4nr 7-cmayn cno a emd o ev eproeo

7~n5. (lng itsi stated bhe Boarid isof. the opnor hta so.1-U b

,.fir Etnr accemanyong ofcanno a 40 madzee to 65servees .- puros of n

trtokes moorarras s ed in the pr ezt aris not wanidr. sItisfbelieve

dC to its ýlack2 ofirange an irojec grea weight;g ebals0 ou its tyeo

moutting hassuc tot bee changoed in t eeaion afect-ed theatrvre

and vice-ver,,a. The principal value of the trench mortar, in the

3pirion of the Board, lies in i.a oh--apness and the rapiditY with

ý,-ch a iýargae numbor may 'be constructed. Theref ore, trNxe grpatect

simplic2.'y in the design shou~ld be matntained,

A~IT~KCANNON: 
n

76. (0) Fo& '.arriks as they existed Pt tie end of &iC part Zr

caoliber 50 manahine gun wieh a bullet veighing about ?W7YA) znzn

tv7We.,,(,r withI thz% 75 mm. field gui were efficient. Thnere %Is being

developed armror piercing a=einnnitioA for the 37 91al gun- in the

O'iinior, of the Dce~rd, the 37 mm, g~m with -,rmor pi3rciflg shot, the

,alib,-,r 50 majbine gun and the 75 mm. field gun, -9-e sultat-le "veaoorls

for the attack of tfknks in theiz- present stage of development. There

is, however, ovary raason to ey~act that thle future devalopmflnt cf

t~~ ilbe along the lines of- better e~rmor pr'ýtect.~of ?nd ,fZ

carryin~g more powerfu[ carcn i.tre*oo aitioiatý I Ut~a

In tha ifut-ire their development w-ill, be such atneithEr ti~e califoerA

50 macl~ine gun nor thu 37 m Vf ik e~ ic3.q.t for their a'ta'k-~1

It is bolieved that their 4rmo~r Protection vill be suct) thA~t

I-J
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-'ill have to be attacked by a base fi-Ase sh,)l', probably of about 75 Mn.;Z

caliber, For the present, it is recommended that armor piercing

-i-xnition be ir-sued for 3? mm. canýýcn for anti-tarIC protection,

EYnecipllv ar thisn oe~libe: will be retained fijr The present as the

infantry accompanying gun,

this byhnia trnpr si hasaeOf devc-0lo~ent i~

while stating that the United States is far in adv,%noe of all other

w,'orld p')wers in respect ýo self-propelled vehicles applied to

artillery treaaport,

GE&MiN; 'Iheeled tractors of the farm and road repair -

type, with low; speed, great power and extreme weight for hauling heavyA.

Theeled trucks of the two-wheel-drive type with

medium speed, medium rover and normal wieight, carrying anti-aircraft

guns, directly and permanently mounted upon the chassis.J

,TTALIAN: '.heeled trucks, similar to the German as anti-

aircraft gunm ounts,

wheeled tractors of t'v~o-wheel-'drive type, medium k

power, speed and weight for hauling heavy we6apons6

BRITISU: 1Rear-wheel-arive t~rucks, four-wheel-drive trucksI

and a limited number of the heaviest 1meica co1rs fam Ftr

pillars f rT haul~ng heavy weapons*..



artillery transport almost entirely to good roads.

FR~ENCHl: W~hile using four-wheel-drive trucks of great

po%ýr apd mobility throughout the war the French finially recognized,

durirg 1917, the necessity and advantage of cross-country mechanical

trc~r.sport cs evidonced by their developmenit of platform cat-rp~llars

for carrying their 155 mmr. howvitzer mounteO oD its "'healed carriage,

andfl or toiying other heavier wee pons; of cargo-carrying caterpillarsAl

for anormunition and other supply purposes; and of self-propelled 4

caterpillar gun mounts for heavier gvu:s. X

78. While these nation%' were eaploying limited motoriza'ýýon:

tha whole project appealed to them as e. thing apart from animal

transport and, apparently, with the possible exceptig-1 of theT

French, who later realize.. the great possilcil,'X'ties of the catfirpillar

tractor, no idea existed relati-."a to replacing animal draft by thý

motor driven vehicle; they considerzd each a vzluable mea:,s of

bringing the weapon to the proper place a~ h rgt ie

79. The United States approached the subject of motorization

from the standpoint or obtaininE a better means of transport fcr its -

artillery than offered by the draft animal, The rasult has been a

nechanism wrich direotly replaces thie team in draft, giving at the I J
same time a bette'- performan-a, bbcause of the fact that ':hile animel

transport, especially vith lighter weapins, possesses great mobility,

it does not possess a sustai.ned or persistent mobility; exhaustion

surely renders it inactive after a limited period and the time

required for recuperation is fatal, 'f ceinciient with a critical

point in the military operation. This question of exhaustion of animal

f'ranp-,ort is best illustrated by analyzing the meohar~cs of the forward

push c~r breaking -tbrounh, which is the object sought for ir the

struggle for military decial~en. our offensive cnilitary machine

must be designqd Liot Only to fit every phaseithmito ofbekn

thrCktgh 'but al-so to remetin iotaot when the brea~kinfs through. has berdn

NO-1
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80. In the completest conception of an offensive, the machine

starts from rest. It is at this time that the offensive mass is at

its maximum. The preliminaries in an offensive combat are de;i-nzed

to break down the physical and moral resistance of the enemy, the

opposing friction, so to speak, and to make subsequent progress as

cconomical as possible and as rapid as desirable. Motion, or

velocity of offensive progress, commences then the enemy's organized
resistanee begins to lyield. It is at this* time that the energy -•t

that is, the mass and the movement of the offensive - expresses

itself in progress toward the desired goal, namely, the break through.
Siel81i In the second phase, we find the machine in motion, It

xs now that the varying rates of speed of the different combat

agencies begin to impress us moot particularly. It is now that the

time element, more or less inconspiouoas in the first phase, begins

to be a dominating one. It is now that transportation - supplies,

- ammunition, guns, etoý - has to move. Infantry will certainly move;

across country, it is the most mobile combat agency, Velocity there

will certainly be in abundance as the lighter lines progress into the

enemy's country, but mass and, therefore, f.,ergy will be lacking unless

artillery and supplies keep up. An advance goes well enough in the

area covered by artillery fire. Beyond the action of artillery,

however, the enemy is uuhampered in his defensive and counter-offensive

dispositions. The mass of the enemy's resistance increases to a

point where it is not possible to penetrate'it with a rapidly

diminishing offensive mass, no matter hor high the velocity of the {
I

latter may be. The offensive lacks energy due to the absence of those

agencies -.-hich made the original advance possible; exhaustion exacts

its penalty.

82ý Dpring the phse- of motion the animal is called upon for its

maximum exertion, rihile receiving th4 minimum of care. Exhaustion is 3

the natural result 4nd- •hereforo, as is borne out by the analysis of

-n4G n
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many experiences of the European War, we may say that against an

organized enemy a break through is not possible with animal transport

alone.

83. The dliferenoe in national ideas of animal and mechanical

draft is probably dub to the rc~d conditions existing here and abroad,

the European having at his disposal a vast network of excellent roads

Swith speed as the only limitation to the horse, his idea of other

transport being a fast moving vehicle whose use is merely occasional;

on the other hand, the American artilleryman is confronted with roads

which are little better than the untraveled cross country. The

f solving of the transport problems has placed us in a far better

j position to meet all warfare conditions than other nations because

of the fact that we now need not confine our activities to the high- f

ways but have at our disposal the vast area of untraveled off-the-

road terrain, leaving the road3 open for the high speed motor vehicles k

of the supply departments.

84. In other words, we had developed the use of man and animal

po'-er to practically the limit. The use of good roads and the use

of railroads is well understood, but now we are in a way to conquer

the broadest field, that is, cross country, by the use of mechanical

transport, allowing the great duty which was placed on good roads

and the railway as avenues for artillery transport to be handled more

particularly by cross country mechanisms,
4

Gasoline Propelled Vehicles.

85. The transportation limitations of the above can be generally

stated as follows: The rear wheel drive truck and high speed motor car

½ -can be operated on good roads*

The four wheel drive truck and light motor Oars can be oper-

ated or almost all classes of- roads.

The caterpillar can be operated on all classes of roads and

also in the open ountryt 1
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2OTOR CARS:

86. The war has brought about no radical ohanges in motor

cars. About rhe most that can be said on this sub.ect is that

certain commercial cars have shown greater strength of parts and

ease of operation than others. They are, therefore, favored for

military purposes.

MOTOR TR•UCKS:

87. When motor trucks were first used for military purposes I

the commercial types were nnturally used. The two wheel drive

type was the first to appear; later, to meet a demand for 4

utilizing to the best advantage the full power, the four wheel drive

type made its appearance in the commercial world.- \'hen the two

types were te-ted in the early days of the Mexican Expedition, real

dependence was placed on the four wheel drive trucks, there being

instances where whole trains of two wheel drive trucks were stalled.

At a later date when the roads had dried and improved, the two

wheel drive type made a better showing and come out with a better

reputation.

88. However, the artillery is most interested in the type

of truck that is best suited for bad road conditions. The United

States Marine Corps vhich has had to use motorized field artillery

for sane of its minor operations adopted, after many tests, the four

wheel drive truck to handle its artillery. Throughout the entire

war, the English, French aud Russian Governments purchased con-

siderable quantities of trucks driven on all four wheels for use in

their artillery service, and as late as ;ulyt 1918, the French made ]
•n urgent demand on tthe American E. F. for 300 such trucks. The

four wheel drive truck has such power, application and weight

distribution as to assure movement of the vehicle if traction can

be obtained even by one wheel.

A ..
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89. Up to the fall of 1917. there had not been found a type

of four wheel drive truck as refined in mechanical detail as some

of the higher types of two wheel drive trucks. This war. natural,

as the development of the four wheel drive truck came later than

the tvo wheel drive. However, the Ordnance Department undertook

the development of a four wheel drive truck that would not have any I
of the defects of the four wheel drive commercial types. This

truck was ready for production in May, 1918, and was recommended by

a board of officers from practically every department of the service

for adoptIon as the standard type of four wheel drive truck for the

United States Army •See par. 30, S.O. 01, V.D., April 18, 1918).

""I[ In the cpir.ic• of the board, the four wheel driva two

"wheel steer type of truck is th. only heavy cargo carrying wheeled I
. .vehicle which is adequate to meet artillery needs in the battery,

battalion and the regiment as well as in the artillery ammunition

train, ard until definite recommerdation to this effect is approved,

"artillery will be burdened with a hp..eroge°ieous mass of trucks whose

use is confined almost entirely to good roads.

CATERPIILARS:

90. The superiority of the caterpillar over all other mechanical

prime movers across country may be realized when we consider the

essential features enbodlying its construction, The frame supporting

the power plant with the necessary power transmission members is

"mounted upon small wheels; these wheels, instead of having direct

contact with the ground, travel continuously upon a track, the rails

* of which are permenently mounted upon a flat, broad sufface. This

"surface or tread corresponds with the sleepers or cross ties of the

* •':' railroad, and is of such width as to secure very lcw unit pressures

* upon the ground. The track with ita tread is forr.a into an endless

"belt which is driven by a sprocket identioally as Ihe bicycle chains

43
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The whole vehiale, therefore, may be said to constitute a wheeled

-techanism which lays its own track as it moves over the ground.

Further, by articulating 'Ghe track and the frames or trucks which

mount the wheels, the varied ground surfaces are accurately con-

formed to .- a feature which further insures traction. Again,

the power is applied in such a manner that an individual drive is

assured cm each of the two trackst With such a structure movement

is assured over very soft ground owing to low Unit pressure, which

is usually about 5 lbs. per square inch. The caterpillar can span

wide gaps or ditches or climb steep slippery grades. The grip

on the ground or traetion is secured by cleats or grousers which

project to a height of approximately three inches from the surface

of the treads. With the grousers removed the caterpillars do not {
seriously damage hard roads. The above advantages make the

caterpillar the only logical prime mover to replace the team in draft.

History of Artillery Motorization in U.S.

91. Serious and practical experiments with the caterpillar for

artillery transport were started in the United States by the

Ordnance Department in 1914, and the next year a commercial farm X

tractor of the most promising type was tested by the Field Artillery

Board, resulting, in 1916, in the complete re-design of a number of

such vehicles to adapt them to artillery field service, and in the

actual motorization of one medium heavy battery in this country and

one medium heavy regiment in Honolulu. This re-designed caterpillar

still contained many small weaknesses, the elimination of which led

in 1917 to the development and manufacture of the present artillery

tractors.

92. The progress in artillery motorization is best indicated by

the recormerastions and results obtained by Boards of Artillery and

-44-
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Ordnance officers; these recommendations were arrived at after long,

careful study, test and investigation, not only in the laboratcry

but also in the field under simulated and actual war conditions. The

authority in each case is given, together with the substance of the

recommendationst of the various boards.

93. Special Orders No. 98, W. D., 1917, par, 51, appointed a

board to "consider the question of motor traction for Field Artillery."

This board recommended; 4P.

(a) The motorization of the 4.7" gun,
(b) The motorization of the 8" howitzer,
(c) The use of rubber tires on all Field Artillery

materiel,
(d) Thee formation of a pool of 30 artillery tractors

for each combat division,

(e) Senaing a member of the Board to France to

investigate the motorization of the 6"1
howit-..e,.-

These recommendations were approved by the Secretary of

IWar, and the several supply departments were directed to put them into

effect.

94. The result of the investigation in France was Special m
Orders No. 83, Par. 7, G. H. Q., A. E. F., 1917, appointing a board

to "consider and report upon the question of motor transportation for

6" howitzer material."

This board recommended:

(a) The motorization of the 6" howitzer,
(b) The retention of the divislonal tractor pool,
(c) The development of motor transport for artillery

in all forms,

These reoommencations were apprnved by the Commruder-in-Chlef,

A. R. F., in cablegram 149, paragraph 15, to The Adjutant General, Sept.

11, 1917, and the supply departuents were directed to comply.

95. Par. 69, Special Orders No. 242, W. D., 1917, appointed

a board to continue the work of the Field Artillery Motor Traction

Board, "to consider all questions of motor tractio.n for Field and

? Heavy Artillery".

-45 -
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This board recommended the motorization of:,

(a) The 6" howitzer,
(b) The 4,7" gun,
(O) The 9.2" howitzer,
(d) The 240 mm. howitzer.

The board further recommended:

(&) The use of wheeled trailers in certain motorized

organizations for rapid transport of the
tractors.

(b) The use and general requirements of the staff
observation and reconnaissance cars.

These recommendations were approved by the Secretary of War,

and the supply departments were directed to comply therewith.

Based upon data collected by the above boards, the General I-R

Staff drew up Tables of Organization for motorizing the 155 G.P.F.,

and the 5 inch and 6 inch seacoast converted guns. I
96. An Artillery Board at G.I.Q.,AkS.F., after practical test dJ

recommended:

(a) The motorization of 50% of the 75 mm- gun
regiments in each division;

(b) The motorization of the caisson companies of the
ammunition train.

These recommendations were approved by the Commander-in-

Chief, A. E. F., in cablegram No. 1771, par. 1, October 9, 1918. ,

Weapons of various sizes have also been placed on experimental --

self-propelled caterpillar mounts, namely, the 75 mm. gun, the 155 1 i-

G. P. P., the 8" howitzer and the 240 mm. howitzer#

97. To date, with the exception of 50% of the 75 mm. guns in

the combat divisions, the motorization of all Artillery mobile weapons

has been authorized ani would have been put into effect had the war

"lasted a few moniths longer, or if ship bottoms had been available

during the war. At the cessation of hostilities in 1918, sufficient

tractor equipment had not been delivered in France to carry out

this project; this was unfortunate, for many of our artillery

I J•personnel had had experience with commercial farm caterpillars, with

their serious defects and unadaptibility to artillery transport, and

exeiec wt cmeril am aerilas6wt
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had consequientl.y formed formed erroneous opinions based 0on such

performance. It is, however, interesting to note the reports of

those artillerymen who were fortunate enough to have received even

a small. proportion of the adequate allowance 'zE motor equipment

in its present stage of development for artillery purposes.

~~~~~l _Q3i i~ ~nance eartment. -

98. The Ordnance Department has, up to the present time,

accomplished the following general mechanical development with

respect to artillery motor equipment:

(a) An ef'ficient 10 ton artillery tractor for pulling
heavy guai loads has been desi~gned, tested and is in2
cuartity production, i.e., 2b00, of which 933 are

in Franoe.I(b) An efficient 5 ton artillery tractor for palling
medium &=n loads has been designed, tested and is
in quzanti.ty production, i.e., 4,000, Of which

1018 ar-e in France. C
C)Efficient heavy mobvile repair dhcps have been designed,

tedted and put into production,i.e., 17 shops$4
of 2 sections each, one of which is in operation
in the occupied zone of Germany.

(d) An efficient artillery repair truck has been
designed. tested and is in quantity production,
i.e., 1332, 420 of which are in France.

(e) An efficient 3-ton four wheel drive truck hal bee
designed. tested and a-dopted as standard for use

in the army.1 I
(f) Caterpil2 s- tracks to replace %h:-els on certain

heav.y gunc.Z
(g) The fcl.czsirg have been designed, built and are F ~

being tasted.:

2j ton tractor,
Heavy motorcycle for artillery,

C;a:go carrying caterpillars or tractor caitssons,
Cargo caterpillar trailers. ~4

it oan be stated with respect to (a), (b) and (o), that 4
the United States is far in advance of all other wozl powers.

47.
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Types recommended to be developed.

99. The maximum speed for draw bar tractors should fall

within a definite scale of approximately 12-8-5-3 miles per hour,

with such & total reduction in each case for low pear au to

provide a sure means of pulling out under all conditions. It is

apparent that when good roads exist and traffic conditions are sw.bh

as to allow their employment by artillery, a great los- of time is £

involved whsre long marches are necessary* The only sol-

ution is the employment of sprung, rubber-tired wheeled vehicles

to transport the tractors and gun materiel, using a high speed

S~wheeled truck as the prime movers With such an arrangement, i

sustained movwment over long periods at a speed of 15 m.p.h. may be

oconomically accomplished. At the present stage of development* J

the trailer is the only available modium, but we can easily con-

ceive of the application of sprung rubber-tired wheels to the

tractor as an inherent part of its construction, in such a way as

to permit the tractor to be quickly formed into a wheeled trailer;

this, however, still reuaires the use of a wheeled truck as a means

of transport - the next and ultimate step is to utilize the power

plant of the traotor to drive its self-contained wheels, ve will

then have a self-propelled vehicle capable of operating as a cater-

pi'lar over oross country terrain wAri, also, at & moment's notice,

capable of conversion into a truck operating at high speed on good
roads.

100. While improving the caterpillar truck tractor, gun 4
design wiln also progress; but with the weapon upon ite vheeled

car"eria, a point will soon be reached where no improvement is

possible. In all probabilit'y such a weapon anl carriage will embody I
the split-trail feature, large angles of elevation and traverse,

-lghtness ooupled with stability and high power, but such a unit is
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not the limit of progress for we have the broad field presented by

the possibilities of the gun mounteed directly upon a self-

propelled vehicle. Already, the self-propelled c-terpillar gun

mount is well along in the experimental stage and hac passed to

fact from fancy, and while the weights are excessive, the gun tra-

verse limited, and slight relaying necessary, the results arrived

at indicate final success in the near future. This succass will

be realized in a gunl using, possibly, a pedestal mount, possessing

perfect stability, all round fire, 90 degrees elevation, mounted

f upon a caterpillar tru-1c tractor.

101. While it is readily conceivable that in the future all

weapons will be go constituted and that experiment should be pushed

to the utmost In this direction, it is essential that, for the

present, there be developed to the minutest detail the draw-bar

vehicles now existi~ng and already in -safe state of perfection,

utilizing these to the best advantage in ccijtUnction with the

weapons now at our disposal. To carry out this scheme, we must

augment the existing eq~uipment along the present lines in order that

there may be a suitable range of tractors to move tk-a weapons now

in use.

TRACTIORS:

102. To 8'~meInt properly the existing tynes it will be

necessary to develop the following:

(&) A small cargo carrying caterpillar without pou~r f

plant, to be pulled by two men &-s a cart, with the tongue operating

!:ra3tchets to drive the tracks when very difficult terrain is en-

countered-, such a vehicle is primarily an ammunition carrier whose

use is necesisarily limited to zýabilized warfare*

(b~) A omnall unit having wheels or cats:pilla ras

'friven-by a very ligh euiginel ti~e ihole being opereted bý, & Ta Or.

foot, itoý.tal ~eigýt being Sao, hGfat iWan. b.--eýF MD snn- e-de ~Y

~~-~- - -.- , -
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the operator; this vehicle being used for transport of hoavy

machine guns, inifantry acoompanying guns, amnunitic n service,

and for laying wire.

(c) A light weight tractor to fulfill the one incompleteM

detail lacking in motorization, i.e., the motorization of the

individual man, This tractor woull have a very low center of

gravity, 40 inches wide over &ll, artlcuLated tracks approximataly

6 inches by 8 feet,, with small body for carrying 2 men or 500 Ubs.,

wa&ter cooled engine capable of operating under w~ater and at all

possible tipping angles, with speed ranges from a sure low

reduction of 3, 8 direct--drive, 12. over-drive, miles per hour#

This tractor to be designed for replacing the horse of individuallyj

mountbd meai, for use in reconnaissance, for pack transoortation

including machine and mountain guns, for transport of ammunition,

laying wire, etc.

(d.) A heavy tractor similar to the present 10 ton type,

embodyinag long track, great power, slow speed, no armor or auxiliary

font steering wheel, totalI Veight approximately 15 tons, for pull-

ing loads of 18 tons maximnum.

103 * In general, the ranges covered by the proposed and

existing equipment will a~ppear as follows:

The tractor cart, light loads up to 200 lbs.; the44I

1/4 ton tractor replaces the riding horse or carries loads not

exceeding 50Cx lbes; the 2-1/2 ton tractor replaces the six horse

teem or hauls loads not greater than 6,000 lbs.; the 5 ton tractor

replaces the eight-horse team or haUls loads up to 12,000 lbs.; r

- :~-the 10 ton tractor, loadsf of 24,000 lbs.; and the 15 ton tractor*

loads of 36,000 lbs., maxiiuwn-.

TRUCKS:

104. tq'-t4out wheel drive trucYe of 3 tons cargo oEnrrying



capQc~cty is enti~rely suitabte for ths corps and army artillery,

b~itt dun to its weight Is n,)t entirely suiitr-ble for divisional

mntorizat3-ern; for this purpose a four wheel drive truck of

approzimately 1 to 1-1/2 tons pay load c-apacity is necessail in

order to opermte, satisfactorily over very bad roads or unf~vorable

terrain. The tir~e may possibly be pneumatic 36" xc 6", Qoznpound

filled to prevent punctui a, as ordinary pneumatic tires are uot

r- -ommended for field service cDargo carr ýrs. The need for the

de~.elopment of such a vehirle has been felt for mna~y years in

connection with tho m(,torizatioij of the light'3r weapon~s.

10. Sufficient w,-eled tickilers now e.-ist to oovejr

practically e-rery req xrmnt, but our 'reat effort should be in

tne developmsenT of the caterpillar trai~er. Such a vehicle with

a cargo capacity of li tons should be designEd, tested and put into

* ~pro6Lactlon4. to rep9lace the 75 mmn, gun eand light flleld hovdtzer

cai~sons in mrCfarize- units. A, 3- ton cargo caterpillar trailer is

nor tAi2 tasted and should be pe-ýfected to replace- the, caissons in

- -155 xmm4 bovt'er and 4.?' guz units. The horsed sections of the

diviiion il anmzunition trai-ns should be zeplaced by tractors pullin;Y

caterpillar tra~lnrs.

TR~ACTOR CAISSON'S:

106s. The seY f-propelled cargo carrying an-t rpillars,. while

very useful, are deemed cf too great weight to apply to division or

light corps weapons, but may be advan~tageous for he'wvier gun

eqUipment, ~'eilythose normally rated at a capacity of 3.ý tons,

which can reh~hily manom-er over ordlinary open country with a load of

fi.ve tons. The heavier vehicle normally rated as a five ton

* - oarrier is_-thought to be entirely too heavy.

SEL-MMMUM)Gt mo =.flS.-

107. I1hile there is, great promise for such mounts, those &.

prsent in existence ard under test are, for the most part, excessive~

-- 51-
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heavy. The most promising at this time is the 75 mm. gun mounted

on an approximation of the Z-j ton tractor. This mechanism, when

carried on a 4-ton trailer and hauled by the 5-ton four wheel drive

truck, is capable of going over good roads at considerable speed,

and after being demounted from trailer can proceed e-cross

country under its own power. It has, therefore, important strategic

ana tactical ,nses.

108. The 155 mm. G. P.F. self-propelled mount also presents

immediate possibilities, especially when we realize that to fire,

the vehicle si'nply h=s to come to rest, with the power plant running,

whereas, upon its present wheeled carriage, several hours are

normally reqgired to prepare the firing emplacement.

109. These two mounts, the 75 and 155 mm. guns, should be j
immediately developed to the utmost, paying particular attention

to mobility and lightness consistent with strength and stability.

110. Caterpillar tracks replacing gan carriage wheels have

been tested here and in the A. E. F, wita g-eat success, especially

on heavy howitzers. At present they should bA aprlied cDly to the

8 inch howitzer carriage.

Complete Plan of Artillery }•otorization.

111. The-following tables set forth artillery motor

equipment already adopted, that being developed and that proposed

to carry oU'X expansion of the present~scheme, together with

the pplicat n eneral characteristics of each:

• Ve

-1--~ --.- A
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ZIEKE1AL CHARACTERIsTICS.

Catt~rpillar Types.

Draw Bar Cargo -Speed MtP.HoVehicle. Pull Lbs. Capacity M~in. Max. Remarks.

h. actor cart*** 200 lbs. 1 4 Operated by waj oni foot,
T, Tractor-`** 500 IbL. 3 12 Replaces ridinghorse of individ-

2• TTractor** 4,000 3 11-12 ually mounted man.

""5 T. Tractor* 7,-00 8

-13 T.Traoter* IO, 10,MO 3 6

)15 T.Tractor*** 15,000 1 5
:r .ztor Caisson 3I .. it 4 Repiaces caissons in
"iark VIT ** heavy battcries.

.rector Ca sson 5 T. iot thought practic- I
!lark Vill ** able due to

excessive weiaht_,

"Trailcers.
3 ton Cziterpillar 3 T. Replaces caissons
Trailer** in medium heavybatterles.
Light Caterpillar i1 T. pOplace do isso.rs ir I
Trailer *** a'visi.a arlii.ry.

VlWheel Types. I
Ord. Standare 8,000 3 T. 3 12
4-wheel drive*

'Light Four 1 - lý T. 3 15 ii ii Wheel D~rive•***

Heavy Motorcycle 500 lbs. 5 50
S. ,,.ith S id e c a r .* -

Trailers.

3-ton Trailer 3 T.

4-ton Trailer * 4 T.-

10-ton Trailer 1 0 T. Transport of 10 ton 7rcoseoi '

S~~heavy batteries, •:

S• Adopted. 
fii

V•* Under test and developing.

* * * P r o p o s e d . . _. .-
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APPLICATION.

Tractor Cart.*** W~ire Reels
Heavy Machine Guns
Infantry Accompanying Gun

STon Tractor.***- Misc. Pack Transportation
Heavy Machine Guns
Mountain Guns
Replaces horse for individually

mounted men.
Wire Reels

Zj_ Ton Tractor.** 7 m u

Light field howitzer
Reel Carts.

5-Ton Tractor *155 mm. Howitzer
4.7"1 Gun
9.2"1 Howitzer)

240mmHow )breaking into 3 loads.

10 Tot.1 Tractor *8"1 Howitzer
155 G-PP.F
294.2"rHo-w~it~zer ) 'breaking into 3 loads,

Salvage.
15 Ton Tractor **5" Seacoast

6" See~ooast
194 mm. Gtun
Salvage

Tractor Caisson- Mark VII**e Ammunition transport with battery%
155 G,P&F. tractor hauled or tractor -

mounted, and army arti.llary.

3 Tn atrilrTalr* Ammunition transport with battery,
4.7", and hea-Vier guns and howitzers.

Light Cater~pillar Trailer*** Ammunition transport with battery.
75 rem. Gun
Light field howitzer.

4-;7hýeel-flrive S~tandard T:ruck *Army and corps artillery.
All uses.

Light 4-Vlheal-Drive Truck '** Divisional Artillery.
All uses, including Ammunition Trains. A

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _X

Adopted.1'
** Under -test ap-d developing.
** Proposed.
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These charts indicate that certain vehicles are so

closely allied that, excepting very special cases, ve may follow a

general principle of grouping in motorization,

The Division.

2½ ton tractor,

I1 ton cater~illar trailer,
lj ton four-wheel-drive truck.

The Corps.

5 ton tractor,
3 ton caterpillar trailer,b 3 ton four-wheel-drive track.

The Army.

10 ton tractor,
31 tor tractor caisson,

. 3 ton four-wheel-drive truck,
1C ton wheeled tractor for transport of tractors

on good roads.

" 1M From this general grouping of transport vehiclen, is

formed the following practical table for the general scheme of

motorization:

55 -h5-
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Gun :Ammunition transport Other battery ammnuni- :Baggfage :B.C. Detail
%Veapon :Transport: with firing Batte* ~ tion transport. :Rations,Pue1:Special Detail.&ýc.,

:Water,lyisc. :Reelt;, etc.
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ __ _ ___ ____ ___ ____ _ ________ Sunpjie s. .-

75 mm. Gun 2-1/2 ton: 2-1/2 ton Tiactor & 1-1/2 2-1/2 ton Tractor and 1-1/2 ton :1/4 ton Tractor and
Light Field :Tractor -ton Catc--illax Trailer. :1-1/2 Quad Truck,l-1/2 quad Truck :Cpterpillar Car-t and
Howitzer ::ton Cpter-i11pr Trp-iJer* :2-1/'2 ton Tr-Pctoi

______ wi tb-i Reel -C!rt. --

4.7" Gun :5-ton : 5-ton Tractor and 3-ton :5-ton Trpctor & 3-ton :3-tonDo
155 mm.Howitzer: Tractor : Cvterpillpr Trriler :Cate-r-ill1-r Trailer and : Quac' Truck Do

:3-ton Qu,-e. Truck

155mm~0-n 1-to :10-ton Tractor -nd 3-ton: 3-1/2 ton Tractor :3-ton :ReconnriSStlCC end

8"1 Lowitzcr : Tractor : Caterpillar Trailcr. : Caisson vm& 3-ton 'Qýupa Truck :-3taff Observation
& 9.2' Howitzer : : 10-ton wheeled trailer : Quad Truck. :cars & motorcycles

240 mm.Howitzer: f or ra'njd transport of : :&- 2-1/2 ton Tr-ctor
*:tractor-s tractor trail- :with reel cart.

ers on good roads,pulled:
:by Quads from reserve.

'j194 mm, Gun :15-ton :3-1/2 ton Tractor :3-1/2 ton Tractor : 3-ton
Tractor :Caisson. :Caisson and 3-ton Quad : Quad Truck :Do

Truck

S PE C IAL CA1 DSS

35rm u -ton 11/ ton Quad Truck : L -1/2 ton : Do.

Self Propelled :Quad Truck:together with (2-1/2 ton : : Quad Truck :(2-1/2 ton Tractor &
Moun :&4-to :tacto an 1-12 cter-::-eel transported by

:Trailer :pillar trailer) trans- :.3-ton Quad truck and
:ported by 3-ton Quad ::4-ton Trailer).

* :Truck and 4-ton Trailer

155 mm. Gun : 3-1/2 ton Tractor : 3-1/2 ton Tractor Cais-: 3-ton

S.P. Mount :S.B.Movnt : Caiss M : son & 3-ton 'Quad Truck.. Quad Truck :Do
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Immediate aiMlioation of the above plan.

113 * The following recommendations are based upon experience

abroad, reports of motorization boards, tests and -4ata resulting

from experiment and research, and recommendations of artillery t
higher commanders.

(a) The immediate motorization of all weapons larger than

the "75 mm. gun and 4 inch howitzer for use as follows:
Mst The Regular Servioe,

2nd The Reserve,
3rd The National Guard,
4th The several educational institutionsi

(b) The immediate motorization of the 75 mm., 311 gun and

division howitzer for use as follows: -

Ist The Reserve,
2nd The National Guard,
3rd The several educational institutions.

(o) The motorization when conditions warrant of:

1st The 75 mm. or 3" guns and 4N howitzers in
the division,

2nd The horsed sections of ammunition trains,

employing for such motorization; vehicles having the same tactical

mobility as horse drawn carriages.

, (d) The adoption, as standard vehicles, with such minor

mcdifications as war experience bls indicated, of:

Ist The 10 ton artillery tractor,
2nd The 5 ton artillery tractor.

(a) The adoption, to the exclusion of other types of cargo

"trucks, of the four wheeled drive, two wheel steer type, with some

form of steel cargo body: F

lit lPor artillery use,
2nd For artillery ammunition trains*

Sfecial recommendations.

U4. (a) That motor equipment prescribed for artillery
S~taransport must be sufficient to maintain a prolonged rapid advance

and must be of the best amL most suitable types.

-57-
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(b) Sufficient special motor vehicles of all types should be

retained in service, or contracts completed, to completely equip

all contemplated regular and reserve artillery organizations.

(c) That ample reserVe of spare parts for motor equipment

belonging to tactical organizations be maintained, and that ample spare

parts be actually carried with artillery organizations including

annnunition trains to permit the attached repair facilities to function

properly.

(d) That responaibility for the repair of all n.otor equipment

within artillery organizations be definitely assigned to the Ordnance

Department.

(e) That adeeuate repair facilities as indicated in the follow-

ing table be provided to arsure tha proper care, repair and maintenance

of both motor and gun material.

Battalion,normal ly
with regimental

Weapon Battery. supply company. Brigde

75 mm. gun 1 light repair 1 Art.repair truck f
Light field howitzer. truck 1 Supply Load D. Mobile Or'd
4.7' gun 1 Supply Load B. Repair ShOp.

.. :155 mm. howitzer

" howitzer 1 light repair truck 1 heavy art-

155 mm. gun 1 artillery repair truck illery mobile

194 mm. gun 1 Supply Load D. repair shop (2

9.2" howitzer i Supply Load B. 5e~tions),
240 mm. howitzer
5" seacoast
6" seacoast converted.

Ammunition Supply
S• •• •"Uni. ReairFacilities_.

Each Ammunition Truck Company, 1 light Repair Truck

Each 2 Ammunition Truck Companies, 1 Arty. Repair Truck
1 Supply, Load D4
1 S u o p l y , L O ',, B, _4$

(f) That no motor transport be definitely appro ad for artillery

use without a thorough test by artillery organizaticns-

(g) Eliminating present artillery supply truck boay, retlaeingN

it with repair body using suitable chests, cabinets, etc.

(h) That the vehic2.cs 6nd repair facilities supplied in time of
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peace ',e of the types contemplated f or war use.

Mi That there be manufactured imaeediately 150 Ordnance 3 ton A

model 1918 four wheel drive, two wheel steer, truck chassis, approved

as standard for 4se in the army by board appointed by Par. 30, S. 0. 4

1,o. 91, W. Dl., 1918, to be used in motorizing one regiment of 155 mm. A

howitzers.

(J) Improvement in design and construction of caterpillar treads.

(k) Lowering unit ground pressure of artillery tractors. O

(1) Improvement in application of grousers on artillery tractors.

(in) Noiseless exhaust of engine and production of a silent

tractor.

(ni) The water-prooCilng of artillery trictor engines to permit them

to run submerged for short periods.

(o) A. simple for-m of coupling or attachment to enable guns,

tractors, trucks, etc., to be hitched in tande fotwing nurposes.

As amended by minority report: WILI 33EV
Brigadier General? U. S. Army.

As amended by minority report. ROBERT E. CAL.LAN ~ . ~-
Brigadier Ge U.yaArmy

M HP. ENNIS
ýrigadier General, U. S. Army. it

L/3AM&S B. DILLARD

,,-C--olonel, Ordnpmce Department. I

Colonel, Pield krtillery.

As amended by minority reprt e& T ICo 10',0r2a:4DpX ie
Lieut. Colonel, Coast Artillery Jiorps

59 -
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A PPRO0V ED,

By order of the Secretary of War.

P. C. MARCH

General,
Chief of Staff.

The minority report is noted
and need not delay the approval
of the report proper.

C. of S.

May 23, 1919.

-60-
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MINOTRITY 1PEPoRT

of

Board of Officers
Appointed by Par. 142, Special orders No. 289-0,

War Department, 1918

SUBJECT ~- A Study of the Armament, Caliber,. and
Types of Materiel, Kinds and Proportion of Ammunition,
end Methods of Transport of the Artillery to be assign-

ed to a Field Army.

WA4HIN N,: D
May 51919

i 41k
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Although it has been the endeavor of the Board to kreep as free as

V
possible from questions of organization in its discussioni of typess

the report shows that this could not be done entirely. Types of

artillery are dependent on missions to be) performed and missions are

interwoven with orgMnizations. A reading of r:.ragra~phs 11, IZ and 13

night lead to the impression that a field army should include organili

army artillery and that a reserve of artillery for reinforcement and

special missions should be organized an a thing apart from the

organic army artillery, 7

This does not bring out the views of the minority on one of the

most important artillery developments of the European War. The

inadvisability of forming organic army artillery has been evidenced on

all sides. The opinion of our higher artil'ery officers in France

was opposed to organic army artillery; in tdct, no expression of any

views favoring such an idea were heard in any of the conferences

Which the-board hod in Europe. 'To go further, oonsidering the

Org&-nt-Ztior. of Buropean Armies and the opinions Of many of oar Own

off icets, organio corps artillery is of questionable value. 'While the

prtincpe$ecplateryly i nao fof raio artillery , theserve.s o

Theio o thiei offthemrit w of thre im odardl onnethes whole uaco Army

martilbery asdiioal arevtilltexery v ibe;nc oe, is s opoed ao surplusof army

arion er and cors tyes prvoprl of ransportiled, oRestrvte. i enocmn

The iview. s ond corpsidoritg ouc thres Bardo the s wholr.et tobec aruI

inbit f maysb folosufcetanalofrrlaeetodibed ntsf

these types; there :must be heavier guns and hwitzers for the missions

of interdiction, neutralization and destruction which require greater

.12



power and range, or either, than the ca~pabilities of the normal corpas

or modi.um field types; there must be artillery of speoial )urpose,- p~
trench artillery, rack artillery, anti-aircraft art.Llleivy Ano

super-guns end howitzers, Whether there be one or more field. armies 1

this additional artillery should constitute the Artil~ery Reserve,

it should be a complete organization, with proper staff and all the

necessary facilities for organnizing, equipping and training artilleryV

units as well as for tho repair and replacement of units that have

been used up in combat. The High Command should assign a certain

amount of this artillery to the army cr armies as the nocessitie,3 of

the general situations demand, Aud as the High Command views the

relativie importance of these si Wations; &uch an assignment to any 4

particular ax-my oonstitutc-s the Army Artil~lery.V

From the assignment made, the Chief )f Artillery of an army is

* prepared to assign to divisions and corps, such units as the general

artillery plan demands; and with such super-guns and howitzers as

he may have, he is prepared to undertake, through his own staff,

missions of Interdiction and destruction which fall beyond the corps

artillery's activity or cover zones of adjoining corps and which

could, there*>.'^ý, be better handled fbr the general good under his

immediate c rders. When units are used up or are no longer needed,

or the plans of the High Command demand a rearrangement of the

reserve artillery, these army units should be sent to the Artillery

* - Reserve for repair, reqquipment, replacement and general refreshing,

or to some other theater of action, as the case may be. First of 1l1,

this maehod prritn the most economical use of artillery and facilitates

upkaep and replaoement; and second, it relieves an army from the

burden of unnecessa-ry artillery and of much-of the large e6dministrationt

suppip- and repair problems that afich units involves

Under the foregoing the Artillery Reserve should-contain properly

-organized and trained units of the following:.



~~ -

Trench mortars.

Pack artillery.

Anti-aircraft artillery.

Guns end howitzers of division and corps types.
Guns and howitzers of types heavier than those in corps
artillery-.

R~ailroad artillery.

Inth compos±ition of large forces there is always the danger ofM

being led astray by the attractions of symmetrical organizationsv.iich

are not based on the requirements or the battlefield. There is a

*variety of missions that raight be given to an arnW of the United States;

and in the organization of such a force to fit the necessities of the

"&ase, there would be greater variationis from any normal assijgnmnieiiM

in what are known as wrrmy troops than in any or the lower sub-

*divisions of the aim?. Perhaps in no case would this be more true

* .than In the Army Artillery. in some cases almost no heavy artillery :- INjM
would be needed', in others, the heaviest ailailable might be required. *

Therefore, vhatever way be the plan of military preparedness, the

Artillery Reserve, though a thing not considered in our pre-wer.ideas

of organiza-lion, should be organized and developed to a high state of

7 efficienoy. From the wide range of artillery that such a reserve

-- - would contain, the high Command, guided by the geteral mission, oc'ild

select snd assign to an army the tactical units of the appropriate types

that should ýooflstitute its a&Ty artilley

* I**-.-~WnLLIA I* WLSTEMVLT
Brigadier General, U. S. Army.

RMERT E. GALLON
:z. ~Brigadier General, U. 8, ArMy.
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